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STEM

Thomas Bußhart
General Manager fi schertechnik

EXPLORE

FUTURE SKILLS

HARDWARE &  APP

BUILD & LEARN

TEACHER SUPPORT

„At fi schertechnik education, we aim to assist in preparing 
our society for the future. Our learning solutions are designed 
to aid teachers and students in acquiring critical future skills, 
including various STEM concepts, social and emotional skills, 
to help them navigate in a rapidly changing world driven 
by technological advancements. We believe that hands-on, 
experiential learning is very powerful and yields excellent 
learning outcomes. Our pedagogical approach emphasizes 
holistic learning that combines rational thinking and 
emotional engagement - from hands to heart to mind. 
fi schertechnik‘s educational programs cover STEM-related 
topics and tasks that are relevant to learners‘ daily lives and 
prioritize student agency. In teams, students experiment, 
learn, and refl ect together while actively driving their joyful 
learning process.“

fi schertechnik

- Comprehensive content
- Innovative pedagogy

- Adaptable construction system
- Smart storage made for schools

- Free access to teaching materials
-  Engaging Teacher Training

- Easy-to-use hardware
-  Intuitive learning app
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The power of hands-on STEM learning
Holistic learning with your hands, heart and mind
All fi schertechnik education solutions are based on the educational 
approach of hands-on, self-regulated learning that emphasizes acti-
ve engagement and the practical application of knowledge. 

Scientifi c research shows that exploring STEM concepts by actively 
driving the learning process can lead to very good learning outco-
mes, if students are able to:

- Learn holistically with hands, heart, mind and all senses
- Relate the task to their everyday life to see the real-world relevance
- Actively engage and drive the learning process
- Collaborate, work in a team and jointly share responsibility for the 
 learning outcome
- Create tangible and meaningful results 
- Refl ect on the learning process

The fi schertechnik building block
VERSATILITY
Allows the construction of additional 
building blocks on all six sides.

STABILITY
The pin and groove joint 
creates a strong connection 
between the building 
blocks.

CREATIVITY
There are endless creative opportu-
nities for your creations.
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TEACHER
SUPPORT
fi schertechnik education learning solutions contain extensive tea-
ching materials. These were developed together with pedagogical 
colleges, teachers and educators and are ideally suited to the needs 
of the classroom.

Introduction to the topic
fi schertechnik education covers a variety of STEM topics. Each educational kit 
addresses one technical topic. The topic introduction provides content such 
as defi nition, history, basic knowledge and much more, which can be opti-
mally used for lesson preparation and easily integrated into the lesson.

The teaching material includes an overview of the learning objectives, and 
the time required for the tasks and the respective curriculum references e.g. 
for the individual federal states in Germany. This allows each product to be 
perfectly scheduled into the lesson through individual assignment.

Tasks and solutions 
for use in the classroom
A wide variety of tasks are included to match the topics relevant to the 
curriculum. Within the tasks, various experiments are proposed. The tasks are 
divided into a construction task, thematic task and experimentation task. In 
this way, you progress from building, to learning technical content, to practi-
cal application of the knowledge gained.

*Example based on the topic “STEM Coding Pro“ 

Curriculum alignment, 
learning objectives & time required
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PROFI

U1

Bauanleitung
Assembly instruction
Instructions de montage
Bouwhandleiding
Instrucciónes de construcción
Manual de montagem
Istruzioni di montaggio
Инструкция по сборке
安装说明书

Class Set Statics

 8 Models

The class sets are optimized for regular lessons at the primary level, 
designed for group work with two or more students and each dea-
ling with a specifi c, technical topic. A class set, consisting of 2 blue 
BOX 1000, contains 16 identical individual sets, so that, for example, 
15 students (or groups) and one teacher can be equipped with one 
set. Each individual set is stored in a clearly arranged tray with a 
printed sorting insert for uncomplicated back-sorting. These trays 
can be taken to individual work stations by the students to promo-
te a smooth teaching process. Accompanied by teaching materials 
which include lesson plans and task sheets with educational plan 
references, the class sets are ideal for teaching technical content at 
the primary level.

Bauanleitung
Assembly instruction
Instructions de montage
Bouwhandleiding
Instrucciónes de construcción
Manual de montagem
Istruzioni di montaggio
Инструкция по сборке
安装说明书

Class Set Statics

 8 Models 8 Models

1 x
35 069

6 x

36 294
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8 x

36 297

4 x
36 299

4 x
36 298

4 x
32 881

1 x
35 070

1 x
35 039 1 x

35 799

1 x 35 088

2 x

1 x 38 225

60°

7 x 31 010

2 x 38 240

2 x 32 064

30

2 x
31 061

5 x
31 690

1 x 38 258

6

4 x 36 324

4 x 36 334

2 x 163 203

1 x 36 819

40 mm

30 mm

1 x
38 414

1 x
35 063

30

63,6

42,4

120

4 x

36 335

2 x

36 326

20 x

38 542

31 764

20 x

2 x
32 859

4

80 x 36 323

75

4 x

32 200

106

4 x

35 059

PRIMARY 
SCHOOL

Class Set Statics
How can a house survive a storm unscathed and why don‘t cranes 
fall over? The designers of tomorrow are exploring these questions 
and many others like these. They are exploring the stability and 
strength of technical structures and discovering the relationships 
between loadbearing capacity and connecting elements. Eight ex-   
citing models, in combination with the didactic material that comes 
with them, teach the  subject of statics using bridges, cranes and 
truss constructions.

Item No. 564059

EAN 4048962458466

Dim. (mm) 405x280x400

Weight (g) 7660

3200

24

8

Incl. static components: 
Angle girders & struts

Additional lesson and professional 
development support & class model 
„Bridge“

KEY AREAS

- Stability and strength in 
 engineering structures 

- Functional characteristics 
 of structures

- Compressive and tensile forces

- System of triangular bracing

|  PRIMARY SCHOOL
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Bauanleitung
Assembly instruction
Instructions de montage
Bouwhandleiding
Instrucciónes de construcción
Manual de montagem
Istruzioni di montaggio
Инструкция по сборке
安装说明书

Class Set
Simple Machines

 10 Models 10 Models 10 Models

3 x

1 x

1 x

1 x

2 x

7 x

1 x

3 x

1 x

1 x

2 x

1 x

3 x

1 x

2 x
1 x

1 x

3 x

35 049

31 058

36 334

35 031

31 690

37 679

38 225

37 237

35 070

36 264

35 088

38 415 38 413

35 063

35 797
35 945

36 227

32 064

19
30

45
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2 x

6 x

2 x

4 x

6 x

6 x

1 x

35 129

32 879

36 297

35 053

32 881

36 299

36 869 75

1 x

1 x
1 x

1 x

1 x

2 x
9 x

6 x

2 x

3 x

2 x

8 x

12 x

2 x

2 x

1 x

2 x

35 087

35 064

130 593

154 485

36 819

38 428
32 071

31 981

31 674

31 010

31 011

37 468

31 982

31 597

37 636

36 324

38 240

45

7,5°

6

15°

60°

30°

1 x

1 x

2 x

3 x

2 x

4 x

12 x

3 x

137 677

35 069

35 060
38 531

38 545

36 323

31 060

38 541

120

90

45

75

4

50 30

30

15

Bauanleitung
Assembly instruction
Instructions de montage
Bouwhandleiding
Instrucciónes de construcción
Manual de montagem
Istruzioni di montaggio
Инструкция по сборке
安装说明书

Class Set
Optics

 6 Models 6 Models

3 x2 x

1 x

1 x

1 x

2 x

4 x

4 x

4 x

2 x

1 x

2 x

1 x

1 x

1 x

1 x

1 x

31 010
35 049

31 05838 248

35 031

38 246

35 073 162 135

38 241

136 528

37 679

145 860

145 863

145 864 145 862

31 061

35 086

38 240

31 982

38 413

37 237

38 423

35 066

36 210

35 087

31 019

35 053

37 468

181 584

181 583

36 298

136 529

36 299

36 297

35 129

135 719

37 034

146 373

31 022

32 870

18
32

87
 · 0

2/
21
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90

75

60°

30

30

L

1 x
3 x

1 x
2 x

2 x
2 x

2 x

6 x

1 x

1 x

1 x

1 x 1 x

4 x

1 x

2 x

4 x

1 x

3 x

5 x

1 x

1 x

1 x

Incl. gear wheels and cable winch

Bauanleitung
Assembly instructionAssembly instruction
Instructions de montage
Bouwhandleiding
Instrucciónes de construcción
Manual de montagem
Istruzioni di montaggioIstruzioni di montaggio
Инструкция по сборке

Class Set
Simple Machines

4 x

6 x36 297

6 x

1 x
32 064

6 x

1 x

35 053

Class Set Simple Maschines
We encounter simple machines everywhere in our everyday lives. 
They help us to do work using as little effort as possible. The crow-
ning glory of this construction kit is the relay machine that passes a 
ball back and forth. This is something the whole class can get invol-
ved in and combine the principles of what they have learned across 
the different modules with the fun of building and playing.

Item No. 564061

EAN 4048962458480

Dim. (mm) 405x280x400

Weight (g) 8140

2320

61

10

Additional lesson and professional 
development support & class 
model „ball forwarding machine“ 
(built from all 16 sets)

Class Set Optics
Explore optical phenomena and experiment with light in class! 
Explore penumbra and umbra, discover many exciting things with 
a magnifying glass or determine the time with a sundial. These and 
many other exciting topics can be taught playfully in the classroom 
using the Class Set Optics. In addition to the models, which can be 
built quickly and are therefore easy to teach, the kit offers exciting 
experiments.

Item No. 559892 

EAN 4048962424737

Dim. (mm) 390x270x200

Weight (g) 7700

KEY AREAS

- Construction

- Transportation

- Joints and hinges

- Lever mechanisms

- Rope hoists and pulleys

- Rotary and linear motion

- Spring mechanisms

- Inclined plane

1264

6

6

Incl. lens f=25mm, lens f=80mm, 
mirror, 2x LED & holder for 9V 
battery (battery not included)

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

KEY AREAS

- Optical phenomena / 
 light experiments

- Magnifi cation

- Refl ection 

- Light & shadow

+

+
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Class Set
Solar Energy

 3 Models

Bauanleitung
Assembly instruction
Instructions de montage
Bouwhandleiding
Instrucciónes de construcción
Manual de montagem
Istruzioni di montaggio
Инструкция	по	сборке
安装说明书

 3 Models 3 Models

Bauanleitung
Assembly instruction
Instructions de montage
Bouwhandleiding
Instrucciónes de construcción
Manual de montagem
Istruzioni di montaggio
Инструкция	по	сборке

1 x

1 x
37 783

1 x

35 608

182 622

1 x

2 x

4 x

4 x

1 x

1 x

1 x

6 x

3 x

2 x

1 x

1 x

1 x

1 x

2 x
2 x

1 x

4 x

1 x
1 x

1 x

1 x

1 x
1 x

2 x

3 x 1 x

1 x

1 x

2 x

1 x

1 x

2 x

2 x

2 x

1 x

35 049

37 238

32 064

36 920

32 881

35 064

36 227

37 237

36 922

31 981

31 848

31 011

156 108

31 021

172 804
172 805

31 915

156 504

31 058

35 031

37 679

32 879

37 468 37 858

38 240

38 428
156 494

146 529

38 423

31 010

37 681

31 330

38 249

38 216

146 142

35 969

45

5 x

3 x

181 584

181 583
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60°

30°

15°

45

15

Class Set Solar Energy
Renewable energies are becoming increasingly important. Our Class 
Set Solar Energy is the perfect introduction to the topic of solar energy 
for young students. With three quickly assembled models, the basics 
of solar energy can be taught in class using ten ready-made tasks, 
including solutions, with lots of fun and exciting insights.

Class Set Electrical Control
How does the light in the stairwell come on? Why does it go on at the 
bottom and off at the top? These and many other questions about 
electrical circuits are taught in an engaging and kid-friendly way using 
our Class Set Electrical Control with different models and experiments. 
The models can be easily built in class and directly integrated with the 
ready-made tasks and solutions. 

Bauanleitung
Assembly instruction
Instructions de montage
Bouwhandleiding
Instrucciónes de construcción
Manual de montagem
Istruzioni di montaggio
Инструкция по сборке
安装说明书

Class Set
Electrical Control

 9 Models 9 Models

Istruzioni di montaggio
Инструкция по сборке
安装说明书

1 x

1 x

2 x

1 x

1 x

1 x

135 719

37 783

162 134

31 082

36 227

1 x

1 x

1 x

2 x

137 096

31 078

147 009

35 608

182 622

2 x

4 x

1 x

1 x

2 x

35 049

37 238

32 881

31 330

35 969

45 W

8 x

4 x

181 584

181 583
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Additional lesson and professional 
development support

Incl. 2x solar module 1V, 
solar motor & push button

1184

10

3                          

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

Item No. 559893 

EAN 4048962424744

Dim. (mm) 390x270x200

Weight (g) 6600

544

25

9

Incl. 2x push button, LED, 
motor, holder for 9V battery 
(battery not included)

Item No. 559894

EAN 4048962424751

Dim. (mm) 390x270x200

Weight (g) 7600

KEY AREAS

- Energy generation from renewable  
 solar energy

- Series-parallel connection

KEY AREAS

- Electrical circuits

- Series-parallel connection

- Motor control

|  PRIMARY SCHOOL

+

+
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Class Set Gears
How does a bevel gear, a belt gear or a rack and pinion gear work? 
What happens when the transmission ratio changes? Young resear-
chers can investigate these and many other questions using various 
models and experiments. The models can be set up quickly and 
easily in the classroom and can be used optimally with the help of 
the ready-made tasks and solutions. 

PROFI

U1

Bauanleitung
Assembly instruction
Instructions de montage
Bouwhandleiding
Instrucciónes de construcción
Manual de montagem
Istruzioni di montaggio
Инструкция	по	сборке
安装说明书

Class Set Gears

 15 Models 15 Models

1 x
31 019

1 x
31 022

2 x
31 021

2 x

31 053

1 x
31 054

3 x
31 058

15

301 x 31 060

1 x
31 061

1 x 31 597

1 x
31 848

1 x 31 915

15°

1 x 31 981

2 x
31 982

1 x 31 983

30

3 x 32 064

3 x 35 031

2 x
35 063

45

753 x

35 064

1 x

35 087

2 x 35 088

1 x
35 073

63,6

1 x 36 227

40 x 36 248

2 x 35 945

1 x 36 264

1 x

36 326

1 x
36981

1 x
36 337

1 x 36 334

2 x 36 819

1 x 37 237

1 x 37 468

1 x 37 679

38 423

1 x
37 858

1 x

137 103

1 x

35 129

2 x 136 529

6 x
136 528

2 x 35 061

18
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4 x

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

Item No. 559887

EAN 4048962424683

Dim. (mm) 390x270x200

Weight (g) 7100

1600

12

15

Incl. gears, bevel gears, rack, belt, 
chain, axles, building blocks &
base plate 120x60 mm

STEM Gear Tech

KEY AREAS

- Simple gear types / ratios

- Directions of rotation

- Types of motion of gears

Class Set Basics
With this creative box especially for primary schools, 
students learn how to turn their imagination into creative 
models. Through the building ideas included, children quickly and 
easily construct their fi rst playful models and explore them in role-
play with the included fi gure. Additional lesson and professional 

development support

Item No. 571104

EAN 4048962510461

Dim. (mm) 390x270x200

Weight (g)  7314 

KEY AREA

- Encourage creativity and 
 eyes-hand coordination

1440

+

NEW
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STEM Coding Pro
How do traffi c lights work? How can I learn to program a 
simple drawing robot? On the basis of models taken from 
everyday life and tasks that build on each other, children learn 
key digital skills step by step. With the aid of an user-friendly con-
troller, practical sensors and actuators, an intuitive Scratch app, 
models that are quick to set up and the colourful fi schertechnik 
building blocks, primary school children solve tasks they are familiar 
with from their living environment. Thanks to the playful hands-on 
approach to learning, children also develop important social and 
emotional skills.

Incl.  2x motor, 2x gears, 2x push 
button, 2x light barriers LED, 
photo transistor, NTC-resistor, 
USB-C accu & BT Smart Controller

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

Item No. 569025

EAN 4048962492811

Dim. (mm) 440x315x80

Weight (g)  1780

147 36 12

KEY AREAS

- Explore basics of computational 
 thinking and robotics 

- Learn to code with scratch and a
 user-friendly controller

- Understand how motors and
 sensors work

- Practice project and group work 

- Develop emotional and social skills

Robotics First Coding
Writing your own program, and thus bringing a robot to life, is 
incredibly exciting and thrilling! It is impossible to imagine 
today‘s world without this technology. To introduce even the 
youngest students to this exciting and important topic, our 
fi schertechnik First Coding is the ideal choice. This introduction 
to computer science and robotics succeeds through the use of 
ready-made components, along with a whole lot of  ands-on 
fun. The two motors and sensors are integrated in a ready-to-use 
block. That means: switch on, connect to the mobile device via 
Bluetooth and get started! The three models can not only be 
controlled via smartphone and tablet, but it is also child‘s play to 
create your own program with the First Coding app. The 
comprehensive teaching material, including three experiments 
with solutions, provides the perfect basis for teaching.

Item No. 560843

EAN 4048962429992

Dim. (mm) 320x80x230

Weight (g) 760

55 3 3

Incl. First Coding chassis consis-
ting of 2x motor, 2x push button 
and infrared sensor, course, 
battery compartment for 3xAAA 
batteries (batteries not included) 
& Teach-In Function

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

KEY AREA

- First steps in programming with 
the First Coding App

|  PRIMARY SCHOOL

+

+

NEW

* works with Coding Pro 
 App (required)

* works with First Coding
   App (required)
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Starter Sets
Programming in primary school
The fi schertechnik starter sets for micro:bit or Calliope teach the 
principles of programming in an easy-to-understand way to stu-
dents from the third grade upwards. Both sets include a fi scher-
technik parts assortment for building three stationary models. This 
allows simple, understandable demonstration models (pedestrian 
traffi c lights, hand dryers or barriers) to be equipped with actuators 
and sensors and controlled via the micro:bit board or the Calliope 
board. 

Item No. 548884

EAN 4048962350944

Dim. (mm) 440x315x80

Weight (g) 1450

for micro:bit
Fig.: iO F5 adapter with micro:bit
(8 outputs and 6 inputs; 
micro:bit not included)

for Calliope
Fig.: Calliope Board 
(not included)

Incl. micro:bit iO F5 adapter, XS motor, 
2x light barrier LED, phototransistor,
2x push button & printed construction 
manual

125

6

Item No. 544626

EAN 4048962316322

Dim. (mm) 270x195x40

Weight (g) 650

Incl. solar motor, 2x light barriers LED, 
phototransistor, 2x push buttons, 
printed construction manual & special 
mounts for the Calliope board

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

- Step by step instructions for 
 getting started 
-  Various tasks and their solutions

+

* Required: micro:bit, software „Make Code“,  
  Power supply

* Required: Calliope Board and software
   „Open Roberta”, Power supply: Via USB
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SECONDARY 
SCHOOL
fi schertechnik STEM kits are optimized for practice-oriented work 
from the middle and high school level upwards. Each set is desig-
ned to address a specifi c, technical topic from the STEM fi eld. Each 
kit contains a set of parts with which various models can be built 
and experiments conducted. The models are optimized for func-
tionality and thus avoid long construction times. Ideally, two to four 
students can work with a kit at the same time. Accompanied by 
the didactic concept including lesson plans and task sheets with 
curriculum reference, the STEM kits are ideal for teaching.

STEM Optics
Basic principles of optics 
Developed especially to do justice to the demanding 
requirements of regular lessons, this set offers a 
comprehensive collection of 18 models, which help students to 
explore the basic principles of optics in a playful and interactive way. 
Starting with basic concepts such as the magnifying glass and the 
paths beams take through different lenses, the set leads learners to 
more complex subjects, such as telescopes, spectrums, microscopes 
or projectors. Each model has been designed with great care and 
can be set up quickly thanks to the unchanging lens holder in con-
nection with the optical bench, guaranteeing a smooth workfl ow 
in hands-on lessons. This gives learners the opportunity to actively 
experiment, observe and explore. The didactic accompanying mate-
rial supports the students’ journey of discovery and provides detai-
led instructions, explanations and tasks, which turn learning into an 
integrated experience. 

Item No. 569023

EAN 4048962492798

Dim. (mm) 440x315x80

Weight (g) 1784

182

49

18

Incl. 2 x lens f40, 1 x lens f103 & 
1 x lens f-35

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

KEY AREAS

- Explain optical principles

-  Learn technical terms and
 articulate relationships 
 between concepts 

- Estimate, measure and compare  

- Improve logical and strategic
 thinking

-  Practice project and group work   

|  SECONDARY SCHOOL

+

NEW
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Incl. structural components: 
angle girders and struts, spring 
balance, rope and rope winch 
as well as rope hooks 

564060

STEM Statics

Themenschwerpunkte:
Umsetzung statischer Prinzipien / Zug- und 
Druckkräfte zweidimensional bestimmen / 
Kräfte im Gleichgewicht ruhender Körper

Key areas:
Implementation of static principles / Determining
tensile and compressive forces in two dimensions /
Forces in equilibrium of stationary bodies

Thèmes principaux:
Mise en oeuvre des principes statiques / Déterminer
les forces de traction et de compression en deux
dimensions / Forces en équilibre de corps immobiles

Hoofdonderwerpen:
Toepassing van statische principes / Bepaling van
trek- en drukkrachten in twee dimensies / Krachten
in evenwicht van stationaire lichamen

Ejes temáticos:
Aplicación de los principios estáticos / Determinación de
las fuerzas de tracción y compresión en dos dimensiones /
Fuerzas en equilibrio de cuerpos estacionarios

Tópicos principais:
Implementação de princípios estáticos / Determinação
de forças de tração e compressão em duas dimensões / 
Forças em equilíbrio de corpos estacionários

Argomenti principali:
Implementazione dei principi della statica / Determinazione 
delle forze di trazione e compressione in due dimensioni / 
Forze in equilibrio di corpi stazionari

Темы для занятий:
Статика - основные понятия / Определение
растягивающих и сжимающих усилий в двух
измерениях / Силы в равновесии неподвижных тел

重点:                              
静态原理的实施/确定二维拉伸和压缩力/静止物
体的平衡力”

fischertechnik GmbH
Klaus-Fischer-Str. 1
72178 Waldachtal
Germany

Phone +49 7443/12-4369
Fax +49 7443/12-45 91
info@fischertechnik.de

www.fischertechnik-education.com
www.fischertechnik-elearning.com

Angle 
girders 

& struts
girders 

& struts

PIECES

315 10 21
MODELS EXPERIMENTS

4 048962 458473564060

Angle 
girders 

Angle 
girders 

Rope, hook
 & winch

Spring 
scale

Rope, hookRope, hook
 & winch

Rope, hook
 & winch

STEM Smart Physics
Construction and data analysis combined
The world of construction and data analysis combined 
guarantees a practical and interactive learning experience 
in regular lessons. STEM Smart Physics contains ten exciting mo-
dels, which make numerous physics experiments possible. From 
accelerated bodies through harmonic oscillations to the spreading 
and spectrums of sound – exciting tasks are waiting for learners, 
enabling them to test hypotheses and investigate physical laws in 
a practical way. The Phyphox app reads out the data collected in 
the smartphones that are integrated in the models and makes an 
immediate and detailed analysis of the measuring results possible. 
Thanks to the combination of theory and practice, learners gain a 
deep understanding of physical principles and develop their pro-
blem-solving expertise and analytical skills at the same time. The 
didactic accompanying material – especially developed for regular 
lessons – rounds the concept off and makes direct classroom use 
possible. 

STEM Statics
Basics of statics
Why is a triangle so important to the world of statics? Where do we 
encounter this everywhere in everyday life? These and other statics 
principles will be explored in a simple and clear way using fi scher-
technik‘s STEM Statics Advanced and practical model examples. We 
will explore topics such as compressive and tensile forces, and statics 
and forces in the equilibrium. We will be able to measure and check 
the results of the practical experiments with the help of the spring 
balance included in the kit. Students will have fun and discover the 
spirit of discovery as they internalise physical ways of thinking and 
working, and consolidate what they have learned in the long term. 

Item No. 569024

EAN 4048962492804

Dim. (mm) 440x315x80

Weight (g) 1613

107 18 10

Inkl. U-beam for fast and robust 
setups

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

Item No. 564060

EAN 4048962458473

Dim. (mm) 440x315x80

Weight (g) 2022

315 21 10

Additional lesson and professional 
development suppor

  
KEY AREAS

- Experiment with physical
 phenomena

-   Apply physical principles

-   Understand and articulate
 relationships between concepts

-   Evaluate and analyse
 measurements 

-   Practice project and group work   

KEY AREAS

- Implementation of static principles

- Determining tensile and compres-
 sive forces in two dimensions

- Forces in equilibrium of stationary 
 bodies

* works with Phyphox  
   App (required)

+

+

NEW
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Understanding simple machines 
There is a whole range of physical laws inside this construction kit. STEM 
Simple Machines covers the topics on which the various tools and ma-
chines are based (rope and bar, lever, pulley, and inclined plane). But we 
don’t just get to explore complex mechanical functions like those of a 
differential gear – we also examine exciting models from our students‘ 
everyday lives in great detail and give them those eureka moments! 
The mechanics of a screw clamp and a pulley is just one example of the 
mechanical functions that we explore. We will be able to measureand 
check the results of the practical experiments with the help of the spring 
balance included in the kit.

564062

STEM Simple Machines

Themenschwerpunkte:
Physikalische Gesetze von einfachen Maschinen erkennen / Mechanische 
Funktionsweisen von Seil und Stange, Hebel, Rolle und schiefer Ebene verstehen / 
Messen und überprüfen mit fischertechnik Federwaage

Key areas:
Recognize physical laws of simple machines / Understand mechanical functions 
of rope and rod, lever, pulley and inclined plane / Measuring and checking with 
fischertechnik spring balance

Thèmes principaux:
Reconnaître les lois physiques de machines simples / Comprendre le fonc-
tionnement mécanique du câble et de la tige, du levier, de la poulie et du plan 
incliné / Mesurer et vérifier avec le peson à ressort fischertechnik

Hoofdonderwerpen:
Natuurkundige wetten van eenvoudige machines herkennen / Begrijpen van de 
mechanische functies van touw en stang, hefboom, katrol en hellend vlak / 
Meten en controleren met fischertechnik veerweegschalen

Ejes temáticos:
Reconocer las leyes físicas de las máquinas simples / Comprender las funciones 
mecánicas de la cuerda y la varilla, la palanca, la polea y el plano inclinado / 
Medición y comprobación con la balanza de resorte fischertechnik

Tópicos principais:
Reconhecer as leis físicas das máquinas simples / Compreender as funções 
mecânicas de corda e haste, alavanca, roldana e plano inclinado / Medição e 
verificação com balança de mola fischertechnik

Argomenti principali:
Riconoscere le leggi fisiche delle macchine semplici / Comprendere le funzioni 
meccaniche di fune e asta, leva, puleggia e piano inclinato / Misurazione e controllo 
con la bilancia a molla fischertechnik
Темы для занятий:
Физические законы  простых машин / Механические свойства каната и стержня, 
рычага, шкива и наклонной плоскости / Контроль и измерение с помощью 
пружинных весов fischertechnik

重点：                        
简单了解机构的物理定律/了解绳索和杆、杠杆、滑轮和斜面的机械功能/使用 
fischertechnik 弹簧秤进行测量和检查

fischertechnik GmbH
Klaus-Fischer-Str. 1
72178 Waldachtal
Germany

Phone +49 7443/12-4369
Fax +49 7443/12-45 91
info@fischertechnik.de

www.fischertechnik-education.com
www.fischertechnik-elearning.com

Rope &
 pulleys

PIECES

347 14 70
MODELS EXPERIMENTS

Wheels & 
axles

Threads

4 048962 458497

Gears

STEM Simple Machines

Wheels & 

Threads

Wheels & 

Threads

559881

STEM Renewable Energies

Themenschwerpunkte:
Gewinnung, Speicherung und Nutzung von 
elektrischem Strom / Energiequellen: Wasser, Wind, 
Sonne und Wasserstoff

Key areas:
Generating, storing and using electrical current / 
energy sources: Water, wind, sun and hydrogen

Thèmes principaux:
Production, stockage et utilisation d’énergie électrique / 
de sources d’énergie : eau, vent, soleil et hydrogène

Centrale themas:
Winning, opslag en gebruik van elektrische stroom / 
energiebronnen: water, wind, zon en waterstof

Ejes temáticos:
Generación, almacenamiento y uso de electricidad / 
fuentes de energía: agua, viento, sol e hidrógeno

Tópicos principais:
Extração, armazenagem e uso de eletricidade / energia: 
água, vento, sol e hidrogênio

Argomenti principali:
Generazione, immagazzinamento e utilizzo di energia 
elettrica / Fonti di energia: acqua, vento, sole e idrogeno

основных тем:
Производство, хранение и использование 
электроэнергии / источников энергии: воды, ветра, 
солнца и водорода

主要议题:
能源获取，电力/能源的存储与利用：水利，风能，
太阳能和氢能源

fischertechnik GmbH
Klaus-Fischer-Str. 1
72178 Waldachtal
Germany

Phone +497443/12-4369
Fax +497443/12-4591
info@fischertechnik.de

www.fischertechnik-education.com
www.fischertechnik-elearning.com

Digital multimeter

Voltage transformer

PIECES

27700 9 28
MODELS EXPERIMENTS

Solar motor

Gold cap

Fuel Cell

2x Solar module

Digital multimeter

Voltage transformer

Solar motor

2x Solar module

Digital multimeter

Voltage transformer

Solar motor

2x Solar module

4 048962 424621

9-V Block Alkaline
(nicht enthalten/
not included)

STEM Simple Machines

STEM Renewable Energies
Basics of renewable energies
How can you generate electricity in an environmentally friendly 
way? How does a fuel cell work and how can it be used to genera-
te hydrogen? Renewable energies are the most important energy 
sources of the future. The generation, storage and use of electricity 
from the natural energy sources of water, wind and sun are clearly 
explained using different models. The powerful solar modules with 
their many attachment options open up fl exible use in the models. 
The gold cap included serves as an energy storage device and can 
release the energy fed into the grid. The fuel cell illustrates how 
water is split into hydrogen and oxygen. In this way, the principle of 
future forms of energy is learned and important skills are trained.

Item No. 564062

EAN 4048962458497

Dim. (mm) 440x315x80

Weight (g) 1800

347

70

14

Incl. rope, rope pulleys, gears, 
wheels, axles & threads

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

Item No. 559881

EAN 4048962424621

Dim. (mm) 440x315x150

Weight (g) 2700

270

28

9

Incl. solar motor (2VDC), 2x solar 
module (1VDC, 400 mA), gold 
cap energy storage, LED, fuel cell, 
voltage converter & multimeter

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

KEY AREAS

- Recognize physical laws of 
 simple machines 
- Understand mechanical functions 
 of rope and rod, lever, pulley and 
 inclined plane
- Measuring and checking with 
 fi schertechnik spring balance

KEY AREAS

- Extraction, storage and use of 
 electric  power
- Energy sources such as water,
 wind, sun and hydrogen

|  SECONDARY SCHOOL

+

+
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STEM Pneumatics
Basics of pneumatics
Pneumatics experimentation began as early as the third century BC, 
when the enormously versatile usability of compressed air was fi rst 
discovered. STEM Pneumatics teaches the basics of pneumatics and 
demonstrates, for example, how a compressor, pneumatic valves 
and cylinders, and an exhaust air throttle valve work. The concept is 
rounded off by the extensive lesson plans for teachers.

273 29 8

STEM Electronics
Basics of electronics
Discover the exciting world of electronics with STEM Electronics! 
Through different models this construction kit teaches the basics 
and offers a variety of different electronics topics. From simple to 
complex models, such as an alternating fl asher, many exciting 
functional models can be constructed with this construction kit. 
Teachers can fi nd information material on the topic as well as ready-
made tasks and solutions in the fi schertechnik e-Learning Portal. 

Accu Set & Power Set

Item No. 559878

EAN 4048962424591

Dim. (mm) 440x315x80

Weight (g) 1800

Incl. compressor, pressure gauge, 
2x double-acting cylinders, 
2x single-acting cylinders, com-
pressed air accumulator, 2x 
manual valve, solenoid valve, push 
button, change-over check valve, 
vacuum cup, 2x exhaust air  
throttle & battery holder for 9V 
battery (battery not included)

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

180 60 23

Item No. 559884

EAN 4048962424652

Dim. (mm) 440x315x80

Weight (g) 1600

Incl. XS motor, 2x push button, 
2x diode, 2x transistor, 3x resistor, 
2x capacitor & holder for 9V 
battery (battery not included)

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

KEY AREAS

- Generation and distribution of 
 compressed air
- Control of pneumatic cylinders and  
 many more

KEY AREAS

- Electrical circuits
- Resistors
- Measurement of current and voltage
- Principle of the electric motor
- Semiconductors
- Transistor circuits

+

+

Accu Set & Power Set
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STEM Gear Tech
Basics of gear technology
The engaging experiments can be conducted, using different mo-
dels such as a beam balance, a scissor lift or a windshield wiper, and 
the exciting technology behind them can be conveyed. Of course, 
the various types of gears, such as a clock gear, planetary gear or 
differential gear, are also included. The concept is rounded off by the 
accompanying educational material available online. 

Incl. XS motor & battery holde

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

STEM Mechanics 2.0
Basics of mechanics and statics
This learning kit is ideal for future mechanical engineers, technicians 
or engineers: How does a cardan drive or a manual transmission 
work? What is a planetary gear? How do you construct a stable 
bridge? This learning kit answers these and other elementary ques-
tions from the subject areas of mechanics and statics using different 
models.

Item No. 559886

EAN 4048962424676

Dim. (mm) 440x315x80

Weight (g) 1800

320

Incl. gears, bevel gears, internal 
gear, worm, various axles, rope 
with winch and pulleys, chain,  
building blocks &  base plate 
258x186mm 

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

Item No. 538423

EAN 4048962263350

Dim. (mm) 440x315x150

Weight (g) 3150

500

30

26

17

KEY AREAS

- Lever laws

- Gear ratios

- Four-bar linkages

- Pulley block

- Differential gears

- Planetary gears

KEY AREAS

- Mechanics

- Statics

- Dynamics

- Effect of forces on bodies 
 and objects

|  SECONDARY SCHOOL

Accu Set

+

+
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- Processor: Arm® dual Cortex®-A7 650 MHz + Cortex®-M4
- Memory capacity: 512 MB DDR3 RAM, 4 GB eMMC
- Memory expansion: Micro SD card slot
- Color touch display: 2.4“, 320x240 pixels, capacitive, 
 allows swipe gestures
- Flat design - dimensions: 90x90x17,5mm
- 8 universal inputs: digital/analog 0-9VDC, analog 0-5 kΩ
- 4 fast counting inputs: digital, frequency up to 1kHz
- 3 servo outputs 5V (max. 2A), short-circuit proof
- 4 motor outputs 9V/250mA (max. 1 A): 
 Speed infi nitely variable, short-circuit proof, 
 alternatively 8 single outputs e.g. for LEDs
- Combined Bluetooth / WLAN radio module: 
 Bluetooth 5.0 (BR, LE & EDR), WLAN dual band 2.4 GHz 
 and 5 GHz 802.11 a/b/g/n / USB 2.0 client: Mini USB socket 
 for connection to PC
- USB host interface: USB-A socket e.g. for fi schertechnik 
 USB camera or USB sticks

- Camera interface: via USB host, Linux camera driver 
 integrated in operating system
- Integrated loudspeaker for playing sounds
- 2x pin header 6-pin: For extension of inputs and outputs 
 as well as I²C interface
- Linux based open source operating system, fi rmware 
 update via cloud, USB stick, micro SD card
- Programming with Robo Pro Coding 
 (Blockly and Python), C/C++ compiler (not included) - 
 further programming possibilities via REST interface
- Control also possible via voice recognition app 
 (Android / iOS)
- Available output voltages: 9V, 5V and 3.3V
- Power supply: 9VDC socket 3.45 mm or fi schertechnik 
 sockets 2.5 mm

 * Required accessory: Accu Set or Power Set

FURTHER FEATURES

TXT 4.0 Controller
The TXT 4.0 Controlller offers plenty of new features with its 512 MB 
RAM and 4 GB eMMC memory, the three servo outputs and a ca-
pacitive touch display that supports swipe gestures. The improved 
WLAN and Bluetooth module offers the right wireless interface for 
numerous applications. Another interface is the USB host port, to 
which, for example, the fi schertechnik USB camera or USB sticks can 
be connected. Up to 8 additional controllers can be connected to one 
controller as extensions. The fl at housing allows the controller to be 
perfectly integrated into the models. To always be up to date, fi rm-
ware updates are automatically downloaded via the cloud,  preser-
ving custom programs. With the software Robo Pro Coding can be 
programmed both graphically and with Python. Robo Pro Coding 
is operating system independent and can also be used with mobile 
devices (Android / iOS). With an additional app (Android / iOS). With 
an additional app (Android / iOS), the TXT 4.0 Controlller can also be 
controlled via voice recognition. 

Item No. 560166

EAN 4048962426724

FEATURES

- Touch display

- USB host

- Card slot

- Speaker

- App

- WIFI

- Bluetooth

- Voice recognition

- Bluetooth

- Voice recognition

i

LET‘S GET STARTED!
www.fi schertechnik.de/schools
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Robo Pro Coding App
The app Robo Pro Coding offers in its multilingual environment, 
text-based programming via Python, in addition to the possibility of 
graphical programming (block based with Blockly). Users can choose 
from beginner, advanced and expert learning levels to work at the 
appropriate level of diffi culty. Program examples are available. Self-
created programs can be stored locally on the device and online in 
the cloud. This allows versioning and sharing of created programs in 
the cloud between users. Actuators and sensors can be tested quickly 
via the interface test.

COMPATIBLE WITH

- Windows

- Linux

- macOS

- Mobile devices (Android / iOS)

Robotics TXT 4.0 Base Set and 
Add On Expansion Sets
This robotics basic construction kit provides the base for use in 
coding lessons: Controller, software, power supply, actuators and 
sensors and many basic building blocks are included. The six 
separately available add on sets expand the TXT 4.0 Base Set by 
their respective focus and can be clearly integrated in the tray 
provided for this purpose. 

|  SECONDARY SCHOOL

Modular Concept
The fi schertechnik STEM Robotics concept for middle and high schools is modular: ONE basic for regular 
classes and SIX high-tech extensions for use in advanced classes and international robotics competitions.
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559888

Robotics TXT 4.0 Base Set

Themenschwerpunkte:
Robotics und Programmierung (grafisch und textbasiert), Aktoren, 
analoge und digitale Sensoren, Messen, Steuern, Regeln, Daten-
übertragung, Codierung-Decodierung, Bildverarbeitung

Key areas:
Robots and programming (graphic and text-based), actuators, 
analog and digital sensors, measurement, controlling, regulation, 
data transmission, coding-decoding, image processing

Thèmes principaux:
Robotique et programmation (graphique et textuel), acteurs, capteurs 
analogiques et digitaux, mesure, gestion, réglage, transfert de 
données, codage-décodage, traitement de l’image

Hoofdonderwerpen:
Robotica en programmering (grafisch en tekst gebaseerd), actuators, 
analoge en digitale sensoren, meten, sturen, regelen, data-overdracht, 
codering-decodering, beeldverwerking

Ejes temáticos:
Robótica y programación (gráfica y basada en texto), accionadores, sensores 
analógicos y digitales, medición, control, regulación, transferencia de datos, 
codificación y decodificación, procesamiento de imágenes

Tópicos principais:
Robótica e programação (gráfica e baseada em texto), atuadores, sensores 
digitais e analógicos, medidas, controles, regras, transmissão de dados, 
codificação-decodificação, processamento de imagens

Argomenti principali:
Robotica e programmazione (grafica e testuale), attuatori, sensori analogici 
e digitali, misurazione, controllo, trasmissione dati, codifica-decodifica, 
elaborazione delle immagini

 Изучаемые темы:
Робототехника и программирование (визуальные и текстовые языки), 
исполнительные устройства, аналоговые и цифровые датчики, 
измерение, управление, регулирование, передача данных, 
кодирование-декодирование, обработка изображений

主要议题:
机器人和编程（图形以及基于文本）、执行器、模拟和数字传感器、
测量、控制、调节、数据传输、编码解码、图像处理

fischertechnik GmbH
Klaus-Fischer-Str. 1
72178 Waldachtal
Germany

Phone +497443/12-4369
Fax +497443/12-4591
info@fischertechnik.de

www.fischertechnik-education.com
www.fischertechnik-elearning.com
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ROBO PRO CODING SOFTWARE

   

Robotics TXT 4.0 Base Set
Measurement, control, regulation and programming from 
secondary level onwards 
The fi schertechnik Robotics TXT 4.0 Base Set is the perfect start to 
programming like the pros! In addition to the camera with image 
processing, the extensive construction kit contains an ultrasonic 
sensor, two encoder motors, a track sensor, a phototransistor as 
well as two push buttons and two LEDs. The models can be  pro-
grammed and controlled with the Robo Pro Coding programming 
software and the Robotics TXT 4.0 Controlller. Beginners can access 
ready-made sample programs,while advanced and professionals 
can get started directly in a Blockly programming environment or 
in Python. With an additional app (Android/ iOS), the TXT 4.0 Con-
trolller can also be controlled via voice recognition. Included are 
12 exciting models ranging from pedestrian traffi c lights, a barrier, 
a barcode scanner to mobile driving robots with encoder motors, 
camera, lane and distance sensor.

Item No. 559888

EAN 4048962424690

Dim. (mm) 440x315x150

Weight (g) 2850

244

Incl. Robotics TXT 4.0 Controller, 
Robo Pro Coding Software, Accu 
Set, 2x Encoder Motor, USB 
Camera, Ultrasonic Sensor, Track 
Sensor, 2x Push Buttons, 2x LED 
& phototransistor 

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

25 12

KEY AREAS

- Robotics and programming 
 (graphical and text-based)

- Actuators

- Analog and digital sensors 

- Measurement

- Control

-  Data transmission

-  Coding-decoding 

- Image processing

Autonomous 
Driving

Omniwheels IoT

Competition

Add On Expansion Sets
Building on this, the various add on expansion sets with specifi c high-tech themes such as autonomous 
driving, omniwheels and IoT (Internet of Things), the ideal expansion set for robotics competitions, artifi cial 
intelligence or industrial robots. Thus a painting robot becomes an autonomous car, or a soccer robot. Or 
a train barrier becomes a sensor station for measuring temperature, humidity, air pressure, air quality and 
brightness.

+

Artifi cal 
Intelligence

Industrial 
Robots
Industrial 
Robots
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Autonomous Driving
Build and program your own “car of the future” to amaze and de-
light the classroom! The Robotics Add On: Autonomous Driving to-
gether with the Robotics TXT 4.0 Base Set offers the opportunity to 
explore and understand some of the exciting technological break-
throughs that are quickly becoming a part of our everyday lives. 
From automatic lights to a lane departure warning system, cruise 
control to automatic parking- this model guarantees enthusiastic 
eyes in the classroom. In addition to a differential, the construction 
kit contains more wheels, LEDs and a servo motor for steering. Add 
On: Autonomous Driving is rounded off by the teaching material, 
which contains 7 experiments with associated solutions.

ADD ONS FOR 
ROBOTICS TXT 4.0 BASE SET
Take your building and coding experience to the next level

|  SECONDARY SCHOOL

Incl. chassis (differential, wheels), 
servo, LED & steering

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

Item No. 559896

EAN 4048962424775

Dim. (mm) 280x180x65

Weight (g) 530

115 1

KEY AREAS

- Autonomous driving

- Control technology

- Analog sensor technology

- Speed measurement

- Distance calculation

- Distance measurement

Add On: 
Omniwheels & Competition

7

* Required: Robotics TXT 4.0 Base Set

+

Build, code, compete and win
Get creative, design your own autonomously 
driving robot vehicle and win the competi-
tion. There are several global and local robot 
competitions worldwide that you can join 
individually or as a team. Big competition 
formats are organized by e.g. World Robot 
Olympiad, Robo Cup, World Skills, but there 
also a lot of local initiatives you can join. Look 
for your nearest competition organizer and 
event and start building!
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+

+

Omniwheels
Build and program even more intriguing robots with the Add On: 
Omniwheels. Together with the Robotics TXT 4.0 Base Set, four 
exciting Omniwheels models can be constructed: Driving robots 
with different tasks, such as soccer robots, ball-throwing robots 
that recognize and knock down targets, and painting robot with 
pen that can be lowered and raised. The highlight of the kit are the 
Omniwheels, which are driven by four encoder motors  (two of are 
included in the TXT 4.0 Base Set) and thus enable movement in 
any direction! The camera included in the TXT 4.0 Base Set enables 
image processing through which, for example, the soccer robot can 
recognize, follow and shoot a ball!

Incl. 4x Mecanum Omniwheels, 
servo & 2x gear motor

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

Item No. 559898

EAN 4048962424799

Dim. (mm) 320x230x80

Weight (g) 820

331 4

KEY AREAS

- Omniwheels vehicle control

- Object recognition

- Image processing

- Soccer robotics

Add On: Autonomous Driving

7

* Required: Robotics TXT 4.0 Base Set

IoT (Internet of Things)
Professional entry into data acquisition with the Robotics Add On: 
IoT! Together with the Robotics TXT 4.0 Base Set, the sensor station 
enables the measurement of temperature, humidity, air pressure, air 
quality and brightness. The sensor station can be programmed and 
controlled with the Robo Pro Coding programming software and 
the Robotics TXT 4.0 Controlller, and is ideal for teaching topics such 
as data acquisition and transmission as well as control and regu-
lation of actuators and sensors. The data acquisition is carried out 
via the connection of the TXT 4.0 Controlller with the fi schertechnik 
cloud, in which the sensor data is stored, collected and graphical-
ly displayed. Via the user interface, the so-called dashboard, the 
various sensor data are permanently recorded (in realtime) and the 
camera, which can be swiveled in two axes, is remotely controlled. 
The teaching material of the Add On: IoT contains 6 experiments 
and associated solutions.

Incl. environmental sensor & 
brightness sensor

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

Item No. 559897

EAN 4048962424782

Dim. (mm) 280x180x65

Weight (g) 450

72 1

KEY AREAS

- Robot competitions

- Project work

- Workshops in robotics

Power Set

6

* Required: Robotics TXT 4.0 Base Set
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Additional lesson and professional 
development support

Item No. 560842

EAN 4048962429985

Dim. (mm) 320x230x80

Weight (g) 600

240

Competition
The Robotics Add On: Competition is designed for schools, univer-
sities and other educational institutions that want to develop or 
improve their models for robotics competitions for their students. 
With this set, models can be enhanced and new features can be 
added, making this kit the perfect addition for competitions around 
the world. The set includes the new RGB gesture sensor, a combo 
sensor (gyroscope, acceleration and compass), an ultrasonic 
sensor, two more powerful motors, and track links and caterpillar 
pads for the undercarriage of a tracked robot - ideal for building 
competitive driving robots. 

Incl. RGB gesture sensor in 6 di-
rections, color detection, ambient 
brightness, proximity detection up 
to 15cm, ultrasonic sensor, combi 
sensor (gyroscope, acceleration 
and compass), more powerful 
motors & snap-on track pads

KEY AREAS

- Robot competitions

- Project work 

- Workshops in robotics

* Required: Robotics TXT 4.0 Base Set

Artifi cial Intelligence
Artifi cial Intelligence is a key future technology. Our 
construction set promotes an early interest in this technology and 
prepares students for possible future vocational fi elds. They can 
immerse themselves in a playful way in the basic principles of AI and 
are given an insight into how AI technologies work. The set contains 
three models with different levels of diffi culty. They illustrate the 
diversity of AI applications and offer a perfect introduction to this 
forward-looking technology. The scope of delivery includes instruc-
tional accompanying materials especially for use in the classroom, 
which deepen the understanding of Artifi cial Intelligence.

Incl. conveyor belt, work pieces, 
LED‘s & stickers

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

Item No. 569022 

EAN 4048962492781

Dim. (mm) 320x230x80

Weight (g) 1613

314 3

KEY AREAS

- Understand fundamentals of
 working with AI and machine 
 learning

- Perform basic object detection

- Learn how to measure and evaluate
 model and classifi er accuracy

- Experience the importance of 
 high-quality training data for 
 machine learning

- Discover how AI is used in
 real-life contexts 

6

* Required: 
  Robotics TXT 4.0 Base Set

|  SECONDARY SCHOOL

+

+

NEW
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NEWIndustrial Robots
This set allows learners to take an intensive look 
at the subject of industrial robots and to prepare 
themselves in a practical way to deal with the challenges 
of the modern world of work. Students assemble two realistic six-
axle robot models and learn how to program these. This hands-on 
experience enables them not only to gain theoretical knowledge 
but to develop practical skills as well. Thanks to the included didactic 
material and interaction with our models, learners develop analytical 
skills, problem-solving expertise and practical teamwork in addition 
to gaining technical know-how.

Incl. 3x servo joints with digital 
servos & work pieces

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

Item No.  564064

EAN 4048962458510

Dim. (mm) 320x230x80

Weight (g) 1516

371 2

KEY AREAS

- Understand how modern industrial 
 robots are structured and how they  
 operate

- Learn how modern industrial robots  
 are deployed in real production 
 environments

- Practice coding use case examples

6

* Required: Robotics TXT 4.0 Base Set

+

STEM Coding Competition
The new fi schertechnik STEM Coding Competition comes with 
everything you need to build and program an autonomously dri-
ving robot car and to master an obstacle course successfully. The 
construction set for a customised chassis contains the powerful TXT 
4.0 Controlller, three ultrasonic sensors, a powerful encoder motor, 
a camera, a differential gear, double-pivot steering including servo 
motor and a rechargeable battery and power adapter. The set is 
suitable for taking part in robotic competitions such as the Future 
Engineers category in the World Robot Olympiad.

Item No. 571099

EAN 4048962510447

Dim. (mm) 465x80x320

258

Incl. TXT 4.0 Controlller, 3 x ultra-
sonic sensor, powerful encoder 
motor, servo motor, Ackerman 
steering, differential gear, accu + 
charger, camera, kit for individual 
chassis

Additional lesson and professional 
development support

+

COMPLETE SET FOR 
COMPETITIONS
Build the future already now

(model example)
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ACCESSOIRES
Box 1000
Ideal storage system for fi schertechnik parts: Practical storage 
box with 8 sorting trays and 32 sorting bars. The lid is also the 
large building plate 390x270 mm.

Item No. 30383

EAN 4006209303832

Dim. (mm) 390x270x100

Weight (g) 1889

Accu Set
Microcontroller controlled charger that reliably protects against 
overcharging. Very short charging time, max. 2 h. Powerful NiMH 
Accu Pack with short circuit protection, 8.4V/1800 mAh.

Type Item No. EAN

 220V 34969 4006209349694

120V 57487 4006209574874

240V UK 79833 4006209798331

220V AUS 52091 4006209520918

Power Set
Power supply unit and stepless power controller: The power sup-
ply from the socket for all fi schertechnik models. 

- Power supply unit performance data: Voltage 9VDC 2.5A
- Performance data Power Controller: adjustable output 1A max., 
 additional output with 9VDC, 1A max. (not adjustable), both 
 outputs short-circuit proof with overload protection

Dim. (mm) 225x150x65

Weight (g) 490

Dim. (mm) 225x150x65

Weight (g) 431

Type Item No. EAN

 220V 505283 4048962069440

120V 91087 4006209910870

|  ACCESSORIES
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Motor Set XS
Thanks to the compact dimensions, this motor can be installed 
almost anywhere. In addition to building blocks, gear parts, and 
gears, the set also includes a safety battery holder with integra-
ted pole-changing switch for 9V battery (battery not included).

- Performance data: Voltage 9VDC, max. power 1.0W at 6000rpm

Item No. 505281

EAN 4048962069426

Dim. (mm) 225x150x65

Weight (g) 201

45

Motor Set XM
Powerful gear motor in compact plastic housing with numerous 
attachment options. With many gears, axles and gear parts.

- Performance data: 
 Voltage 9VDC, max. power 3.0W, approx. 340rpm

Item No. 505282

EAN 4048962069433

Dim. (mm) 225x150x65

Weight (g) 278

40

 * Required: Accu Set or Power Set

Control Set
The Control Set lets fi schertechnik models be controlled 
remotely via the Bluetooth Control App, using a smartphone or 
tablet. The Bluetooth Low Energy technology offers a long range 
of up to 10 meters. The receiver has three motor outputs and a 
servo output, which enables smooth steering and continuous 
speed regulation. The set comes with one servo. The app can 
be used to operate up to two receivers, which allows for a large 
number of use cases.

Item No. 563931

EAN 4048962457438

Dim. (mm) 225x65x150

Weight (g) 273
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Creative Box Basic
With the Creative Box Basic, students can let their creativity run 
wild! Equipped with many basic building blocks, angle beams 
and other „basics“, this set is perfect for creating great things: It 
can be used to build freely, to reconstruct an existing theme, or 
to further expand an existing project. The simple and fl exible 
functionality of the building blocks is explained in a quick 
reference guide. The large fi schertechnik base plate is used as 
the basis for the models, which also functions as the closing lid 
of the sorting box. Comes packed in the sturdy BOX 1000 with 8 
sorting trays and fl exible sorting bars.

Item No. 554195

EAN 4048962390490

Dim. (mm) 390x270x100

Weight (g) 2800

630

Creative Box Mechanics
Whether it‘s a worm gear, a chain drive, a cable winch, or many 
other mechanical devices, this box provides the tools to create it! 
The model can then be used to recognize and understand how 
it works, while the construction strengthens constructive 
thinking. The function and interaction of the included fi scher-
technik building blocks is explained in short form. The sorting 
boxes are closed by the fi schertechnik base plate 500, which 
is ideally suited as a basis for creative building. Supplied in two 
sturdy BOXes 500.

Item No. 554196

EAN 4048962390506

Dim. (mm) 270x195x80

Weight (g) 1050

290

|  ACCESSORIES
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Arduino boardUNO - Uno-F5
fischertechnik compatible
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Arduino boardUNO - Uno-F5
fischertechnik compatible
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Arduino MEGA - boardMega-F5
fischertechnik compatible
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Arduino MEGA - boardMega-F5
fischertechnik compatible
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SUPPLY FOR SENSORS

SUPPLY FOR SENSORS

for board and Raspberry Pi

for board and Raspberry Pi

5V

3.3V

GND (-)

Arduino® & Raspberry Pi®

These fi schertechnik adapters bridge the gap between the 
popular Arduino® UNO, Arduino® MEGA and Raspberry Pi®

controllers and the versatile fi schertechnik modular system 
Advanced users use the fi schertechnik system to build com-
plex mechanical models.

Type Item No.

Arduino®

UNO 179450

Arduino®

MEGA 179449

Raspberry 
Pi® 179448

Arduino® UNO

Arduino® MEGA

Raspberry Pi®
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„GREEN“ COMPONENTS 

ACTUATORS

IMPORTANT 
COMPONENTS
Technical details

- Gold Cap (3.0V / 10F) - electrolytic capacitor for electrical energy   
 storage
- Solar module       (1V / 400mA) - generation of electric current 
 from solar energy
- Reversible fuel cell with integrated hydrogen storage
 Operation as electrolyzer (2-3V / 8ml/min / 400-1500mA) 
 Operation as fuel cell (0.5-0.9V / 300mW / 600mA)

- Gesture sensor (RGB) in 6 directions: Color detection, ambient 
 brightness, proximity detection up to 15cm (3.3VDC / I2C interface)
- USB color camera       (1MP): Color, motion, track and ball detection
- NTC resistor (1.5kΩ / 450mW): Temperature measurement
- IR lane sensor (2 outputs digital 9V): Lane detection
- Color sensor (signal: analog 0-9VDC): Color detection
- Ultrasonic distance sensor       (9VDC / distance 3cm-3m): 
 Distance measurement
- Photoconductive cell (RSW551): Measuring brightness
- Push button (can be used as normally closed and normally open 
 contact): Touch sensor
- Phototransistor for light barrier (up to 35V)
- Reed contact: Magnetic sensor
- Potentiometer (0-4,7kΩ): Rotary resistor
- Combi sensor        3 sensors in one component: 
 Triaxial 16bit gyroscope, triaxial 12bit accelerometer, compass 
 sensor, with I2C connector (9VDC)
- Environmental sensor       (9VDC / 0,12A max. / I2C interface): 
 Measurement of temperature, air pressure, humidity, air quality

SENSORS

-  Motors – generation of motion and propulsion of   
 fi schertechnik models:
 XS motor       (9VDC / 5995rpm / 1.52mNm / 265mA)
 S motor (9VDC / 9500 rpm / 4.8mNm / 650mA)
 S motor (24VDC / 10700rpm / 5mNm / 300mA)
 XM motor (9VDC / 338rpm / 84.15mNm / 950mA)
 Encoder motor 9V       (9VDC / 105rpm / 90mNm / 510mA)
 Encoder motor 24V (24VDC / 100rpm / 90 mNm / 190mA)
 Solar motor       (2VDC)
- Compressor       : Compressed air generation 
 9V (9VDC / 0,7bar / 2l/min / 200mA)
 24V (24VDC / 0,7bar / 2l/min / 40mA)
- 3/2-way solenoid valve - control of pneumatic cylinders:
 12V (12VDC / 0.133A) / 24V (24VDC / 70mA)
- LED white (9VDC / 10mA) and Rainbow LED (9VDC / 10mA)
- Light barrier LED 9V (9VDC / 20mA)
- Light barrier LED 24V (24VDC / 16mA)

ARDUINO®                         BBC MICRO: BIT                         RASPBERRY PI®

www.fi schertechnik.de/third-party-compatibility

|  IMPORTANT COMPONENTS

3 4

3 4
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CONTROLLER & SOFTWARE 

PRIMARY SCHOOL

BT Smart Controller
- Processor - 32-bit Cortex M0
- Control unit that connects PC/ 
  tablet and model
- 2 outputs for actuators
- 4 inputs for sensors
- USB and Bluetooth 4.0 interface 

SECONDARY SCHOOL

TXT 4.0 Controller
- Processor: Arm® dual Cortex®-A7 650 MHz + Cortex®-M4
- Memory capacity: 512 MB DDR3 RAM, 4 GB eMMC
- Memory expansion: Micro SD card slot
- Color touch display: 2.4”, 320x240 pixels, capacitive, allows 
 swipe gestures
- Flat design - dimensions: 90x90x17,5mm
- 8 universal inputs: Digital/Analog 0-9VDC, Analog 0-5 kΩ
- 4 fast counting inputs: Digital, frequency up to 1kHz
- 4 motor outputs 9V/250mA (max. 1 A): Speed infinitely variable
- 3 Servo outputs 5V (max. 2A), short-circuit proof
- Control also possible via voice recognition app (Android / iOS)

Robo Pro Coding App
- Multilingual programming environment 
- Graphical programming (block-based with Blockly) or 
 text-based programming with Python
- Selection of different learning levels possible 
 (beginner, avanced, expert)
- Save created programs locally or in fischertechnik cloud storage
- Program examples included

Robot chassis
- Completely assembled with 
 integrated control unit, 2 motors,  
 track sensor, 2 push buttons,  
 battery compartment
- Bluetooth 5.2 interface
- Attachment option for wheels  
 & fischertechnik building blocks

Graphical programming app
- Child-friendly, easy 
 programming of the models 
 via tablet / smartphone with 
 the First Coding App
- Available for iOS and 
 Android

PRESCHOOL / PRIMARY

Coding Pro App
- includes teaching material , 
 digital building instructions 
 and SCRATCH
- for iOS, macOS, Windows and 
 Android

Robo Pro Coding App
- Multilingual programming 
 environment
- Graphical programming 
  (block-based with Blockly)
- Selection of different learning 
 levels possible (beginner, 
 avanced, expert)
- Save created programs locally or
 in fischertechnik cloud storage
- Program examples included

SCRATCHSCRATCHSCRATCHSCRATCH
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SIMULATION
Discover innovative training and simulation models to explore 
automation, artifi cial intelligence, industry 4.0 and agile pro-
duction simulation with fi schertechnik

Training, Simulation & Demonstration
fi schertechnik is used in industry for vocational training and for the 
realistic representation and simulation of complex systems. The functio-
nal models from fi schertechnik are a proven and costeffective means of 
planning and developing industrial applications and testing processes. 
They are used worldwide in training, development and presentation.
The combination of the fl exible and modular fi schertechnik system with 
industry-standard sensors and actuators as well as the controllers of lea-
ding manufacturers open up almost unlimited possibilities for hardware 
simulation. Complicated technical systems are presented realistically and 
simulated so perfectly that they are comprehensible to everyone. This 
facilitates investment decisions and avoids costs for correcting possible 
planning errors.

Industry 4.0 – Internet of things
Even today, fi schertechnik simulation models are Industry 4.0 ready. En-
riched by sensors and combined with a cloud, the core topics of digitally 
networked production can be physically visualized, and tangibly demon-
strated: Predictive maintenance, production quality prediction, human 
& machine interaction, remote control, data exchange via dashboards. 
The SAP UCC has developed a teaching scenario with case studies and 
exercises that helps teachers and learners alike to grasp the opportuni-
ties presented by Industry 4.0. 

|  SIMULATION

The following page shows an excerpt from the range of simulation models.
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www.fi schertechnik.de/en/simulating and in the separate „Training Models“ catalog.
GET MORE INFORMATION!

Quality control with AI 9V
The use of artifi cial intelligence in quality control brings nume-
rous advantages, which are already being used in the automo-
tive industry for instance. Processes can be speeded up, fault 
rates and costs minimised and fault evaluation standardised. 
The fi schertechnik sorting line is supplied with workpieces in 
three different colours. These workpieces are marked with three 
processing characteristics as well as different fault patterns. The 
workpieces are scanned by the camera and classifi ed with the 
aid of the trained AI. Depending on colour, feature and fault pat-
tern, the workpieces are then sorted by the artifi cial intelligence 
on the basis of their quality features. The AI used is realised with 
machine learning in Tensorfl ow, where an artifi cial neuronal net-
work was trained with image data. The learned AI is executed 
on the fi schertechnik TXT 4.0 Controlller. The model’s sequence 
control is implemented in the Robo Pro Coding programming 
environment and in Python.

Training Factory Industry 4.0 9V V.2
The factory consists of the modules storage and retrieval station, 
vacuum suction gripper, high-bay warehouse, multi-machining 
station with kiln, a sorting line with colour recognition, an en-
vironmental sensor and a swivelling camera. After an order has 
been placed in the dashboard, the workpieces pass through the 
respective factory modules and the current status is immediate-
ly visible in the dashboard. The integrated environmental sensor 
reports values for temperature, humidity, air pressure and air 
quality. The camera‘s vertical and horizontal swivel range allows it 
to see the entire plant, making it suitable for web-based remote 
monitoring. The individual workpieces are immediately visible 
in the dashboard. The individual workpieces are tracked by NFC 
(Near Field Communication): each workpiece receives a unique 
identifi cation number (ID). This enables the current status of the 
workpieces in the machining process to be traced and visible.
The workpieces are tracked by NFC (Near Field Communication).

KEY AREAS

- Training and simulation on a realis- 
 tic production image, in-depth   
 learning through haptic grasping

- Optical and sensory applications,   
 digital traceability with NFC/RFID

- Integrated cloud connection, 
 control via smart devices, as well as  
 use and operation of dashboards 

- Remote monitoring via camera 
 possible as well as linking of pro-  
 duction and disposition data

- Connection of upstream/
 downstream logistics processes

KEY AREAS

- Ideal training, simulation and   
 demonstration model for education  
 and research

- Visualization of AI systems, machine  
 learning and neural networks

- Networking of theory and practice 
 for a sustainable learning result

- Already built, stable training model.  
 Mounted on stable wooden plate,   
 packaging of the model in stable   
 cardboard box



Join us on 

fi schertechnik GmbH
Klaus-Fischer-Str. 1 
D - 72178 Waldachtal
Tel. +49 74 43 /  12-43 69
Fax +49 74 43 / 12-45 91
E-Mail: info@fi schertechnik.de
www.fi schertechnik.de/schools

Errors, technical and product range changes are reserved. Liability for printing errors and defects are excluded. Catalog not valid for USA. 0
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